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collections.
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* Kiki from Montparnasse
For more than twenty years, she was the muse of the Parisian neighbourhood of 
Montparnasse. Alice Prin, who was commonly and widely called Kiki, posed for the best 
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painters of the inter-war Europe and socialized with the most relevant artists of that period.

Alice Ernestine Prin, Kiki, was born on the 2nd of October 1901 within a humble family from 
Châtillon-sur-Seine, a small city of Borgoña. Kiki visited Paris for the first time when she was 
thirteen and when she was fourteen her family send her to work in the capital. When she was 
sixteen she had already succumbed to Montparnasse's charm. From the beginning  she felt 
comfortable in the boulevard and, before becoming some artists' model, she soon befriended many 
of them.

During the 20s, Montparnasse turned into a field of artistic and personal experimentation that 
changed the social history of art. For the first time, making art was a democratic task at the reach of 
everyone, and Montparnasse an open space where anyone could express him/herself and participate.
Exhibition and sale free trade of art that appeared with the arrival of the impressionists lived in the 
20s its period of greatest splendour. Artists where supported by a net of  vendors, galleries and 
private collectors who esteemed their art and formed the infraestructure necessary for their 
commercialisation. The history of these artists was not one of fights, hunger and general 
indifference, but of success and almost immediate acceptance; and, of course, it was the history of 
this success enjoyment. Artists feel surrounded by people who proved to be creative; and, needless 
to say, by tourists, French and foreign people. Ones and the others went to the terrasses of the Dôme
and of the Rotonde, and declared Montparnasse the centre of the world.

Each artist for whom Kiki posed captured a part of her singular personality and, thanks to the 
paintings made of her, she very soon became the most known and loved woman of Montparnasse. 
She was the muse of artists such as Chaïm Soutine, Francis Picabia, Jean Cocteau, Alexander 
Clader, Per Krohg, Hermine David, Pablo Gargallo, Toño Salazar, Moïse Kisling, Foujita or Man 
Ray.

The mysterious aura of this last, recently arriving from New York, seduced Kiki at first sight. She 
posed for his camera, and, on the next day, when he showed her the photos she was totally 
impressed, later she got undressed and sat next to him on the bed's edge. Their lips met and that 
evening there was not a photographic session. The went to live together. The relationship they had 
for years left a series of prodigious images and is summarized on a letter written by Kiki three 
months after knowing Man Ray: “I feel a pain in my heart when I think that this night you will be 
alone in your bed, I love you too much, it would be nice to love you less because you are not made 
to be loved, you are too calmed. Sometimes I have to beg you a caress, a bit of love... But I have to 
accept you as you are, after all you are my lover and I adore you; you are going to make me die of 
pleasure, love and sadness. I bite your mouth until it bleeds and I get drunk with tour indiferent and 
sometimes mean look.”

Everyone agreed she was not only beautiful, happy, sensual and provocative, but also nice and kind-
hearted. Kiki always was the centre of a group that she entertained with fantasy stories and cheeky 
ingenuity. The permissive atmosphere of Montparnasse encouraged her natural creativity. Always 
smily and happy, she used to sing cheeky lyrics in The Jockey, the artists night-club, at the same 
time that galleries exhibited their portraits and landscapes. She acted in eight films and posed for 
numerous painters and photographers. Whe she was twenty eight she wrote her memoirs, which 
become famous all around the world.

Kiki liked to tell to the world her affairs, and it was not strange that while drinking her first morning
coffee she claimed: “Today I have had a roll in the hay”. Kiki did not hesitate on putting her 
sexuality to her needed friends disposition. Sometimes, she collected money through the tables, 
showing her breasts or rising her skirt in a bar or restaurant, and later she said to her pleased 
followers “This is one or two francs”.

Kiki (1901-1953) was contemporary to the scultor Pablo Gargallo (1881-1934). Although she never 
posed for him, Gargallo dedicated her on eof his most paradigmatic works: a concave mask to melt 
in bronze that can be seen in the 20th Century Art Collection of the MACA. Gargallo's Kiki is from 



1928; in the sculpture, the author applies with unbeatable mastery and amazing effectiveness many 
of his new expressive findings and the most concise and significant resources of representation that 
he had rehearsed and dominated in the execution of his masks in metallic sheet.
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* Miró y el objeto (Miró and the object). Publications
Miró y el objeto (Miró and the object)
Publishing house: Fundació Joan Miró
Publication date: 01/11/2015

Miró y el objeto (Miró and the object) has the aim of showing the challenge that Miró sets out to 
painting at the end of the 20s and how the respect and intense dialogue with the objects around him 
contributed to a major transformation in the conception of the 20th century art. This is a catalogue 
edited by the Joan Miró Foundation due to the exhibition Miró y el objeto (Miró and the object) 
made to commemorate the 40th aniversary of the institution and that can be visited until the 17th of 
February 2016 at the Joan Miró Foundation.



This catalogue digs into the relevance of the object for Miró, who, throughout his life collected a 
wide range of them. His concern about the object marked many phases of the development of his 
painting and ended leading him to sculpture. The artist shares with Dadaists and Surrealists his 
predisposition for the surprise and the unexpected finding. At these meetings, Miró feels identified 
with the anonymous, primitive and popular artistic manisfestations: pre-Columbian objects, African 
sculptures, wood tools, foil figurines, ceramic fragments, siurells (Majorcan whistles), Nativity 
scene figures, child-like drawings, puppets and toys, all of them where an stimulus and inspiration 
for his work. Little by little, Miró gathered an imaginary museum of objects found objects that filled
his workshops and were reflected on his works.

“I feel attracted to an object by a magnetic force, without any premeditaton, then I feel attracted to 
another one that, as it is linked to the first, produces a poetic clash, experimenting first this plastic 
and physic love at first sight that makes that poetry really touches you and without which it will not
be effective”, wrote Joan Miró (Barcelona, 1893; Palma de Mallorca (Majorca), 1983) on a letter 
from 1936.

William Jeffet, commissioner of the exhibition, explains that the increasing approximation of Miró 
towards the object was motivated by the desire to incorporate a new alive identity to the world.

From the beginning of the 60s, Miró considered the object as a central component of his poetic 
language in the bronze sculpture. Objects worked as visual metaphors  for the artist's poetic view, 
who will get involved more than ever in the sculpture during this period. At the same time, his 
interest for the object shaped his view of painting and collage. He reconsidered his speech of the 
“asesinato de la pintura” (“painting murder”),  very important in his work of the 30s, and he focused
his effort in fields beyond painting: interventions in the public space, actions, monumental and 
public sculpture, among others. The collage continued being a  relevant reference, as the 
heterogeneous approach to painting, but this one changed due to the artist's implication with the 
object and the sculpture. Miró's sculptures coul be understood as three-dimensional collages and 
they were not designed in conventional terms.

An example of assemblage in bronze – made with found objects – is the sculpture of the Dona 
(Woman) exhibited at the MACA. The Alicante artist Eusebio Sempere wanted to turn Miró into 
one of the fundamental axis of his 20th Century Art Collection and he acquired different works that 
joined the gifted ones by the Catalan artist. Dona (Woman) is an sculpture made of  bronze melted 
to lost wax, specially created for Sempere and his Collection, according to Miró's desire.

The catalogue Miró y el objeto (Miró and the object) can be consulted at the Alicante Contemporary
Art Museum's library, of free access. 

* References and links
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* Geometry Drifts. Publications
Derivas de la Geometría, Razón y orden en la abstracción española, 1950-75 (Geometry Drifts, 
Reason and order in Spanish abstraction, 1950-75), gathers Mariano Navarro's researches on the 
flied of plastics, José Iges' ones in music and Santos Zunzunegui's ones in cinema. The publication 
– which includes a documental appendix with fourteen author's original texts, published in different 
magazines and catalogues between 1959 and 1977 – is the result of the exhibition having the same 
name that was shown in the Museo Oteiza (Oteiza Museum) in 2009 with pieces of the Equipo 57, 
Pablo Palazuelo, Eusebio Sempere, Nacho Criado, Luis Lugán, José Miguel Prada Poole, Elena 
Asins, Jordi Teixidor, Jose María Yturralde, José Luis Alexanco and Santiago Serrano, among 
others.

Derivas de la geometría. Razón y orden en la abstracción española, 1950-75 (Geometry Drifts. 
Reason and orden in Spanish abstraction, 1950-75)
Publishing house: Museum Oteiza Foundation Fundaizoa Museoa
Publication date: 2009

Derivas de la geometría (Geometry Drifts) suggests a review of the abstraction basis in the artistic 
practices developed during the third fourth of the 20th century, which found in the geometry's 
derivations one of the most powerful arguments and which had a deep influence on the 
experimental varieties and new ways open by artistic languages from an abstract thought will, as 



well as on the first uses of new technologies in art. This publication also establishes the uses and 
employments of geometric abstraction in external thought spaces – which includes cinema and 
music – and their collabration and participation or use in external disciplines by artists that are not 
plastic artists.

Derivas de la geometría (Geometry Drifts) is basically interested on the gap opened between 
conviction and conventions of the tendencies and disciplines it includes. A cut that does not imply a 
separation between divided parts, but an overture to possibilities not unthinkable but quite 
uncommon.

The mathematic and geometric concepts, in plastics and in contemporary music and cinema, have 
been disciplines that, in an effective way, have reconciled the interets of artists belonging to diverse 
creative spheres. Geometry keeps throughout history a close link with art and its different 
disciplines; without it the creation of perspective and its different visual modalities would be 
inexplicable.

In the middle 80s of the last century the Northamerican artist Peter Halley claimed The crysis of 
geometry and he stated that “there where in another time geometry was a sign of stability, order and
proportion, today there is just samples of changing meanings, involuntary commitment and 
deterrence images”. According to him, the formalist project has been absolutely discredited and it is
not possible to accept the geometric form as coming from a trascenental order, these arguments 
have been substituted by the search for the concealed meanings that can cover the geometric sign.

As a result of the exchanges of the MACA's library, the Oteiza Museum has sent us this work, 
Derivas de la geometría (Geometry Drifts), which is included in the magnificent work that the Jorge
Oteiza Museum Foundation is carrying out in matters of publications.

* MACA's marbles patios. MACA's secrets
“ A very strongbox that, as a good safe, keeps a treasure within”. Alberto Campo Baeza , about the 
Alicante Contemporary Art Museum.

The marbles patios of the Alicante Contemporary Art Museum are located on the third floor, where 
there is an exhibition room with access to the three patios.

In “Construir la sensación” (“Building the sensation”), Juan Miguel Hernández says that the idea 
that looking or feeling architecture is a false dilemma can be proved by the observation of this 
museum, by how we feel affected by the emptiness modulation. What comes from the projection of 
the monochromatic flat surfaces on the high roofs, or the light reflections on the ground of the 
patios, covered by  coloured crystal marbles. With this, time, that is to say, change, is incorporanted 
to our experience.

Marbles are an element more of the architecture of this work by Juan Carlos Sancho Osinaga and 
Sol Madrilejos, where texture and geometry create the sense of the building.

Depending on the stone's light and colour, the marbles patios become a mirror patio, a white one or 
a golden one.

As those contemporary poetics that have not succumbed to the organic temptation, the MACA's 
architecture is in this fragile limit between what is formal and what is aformal, where the existance 
possibility, and the recognition of connections between heterogeneous elements emerge.

Alicante Contemporary Art Museum. Sancho Madrilejos.



* La Montserrat by Julio González
La Montserrat was the work that Julio González showed in the pavilion o the Spanish Republic in 
the Paris International Exhibition of 1937. The iron sculpture represents a Catalan woman peasant, 
with a sickle in her right hand (as an allusion to workers' fights) and a child on the left (symbol of 
the innocent victims of the Spanish Civil War, but also a symbol of the future of the Spanish 
Republic).

Julio González (Barcelona, 1876 – Arcueil (Paris), 1942), is an sculptor who belonged to a family 
of  wrought iron artisans; his father will initiate him into the metal work. Nevertheless. He wanted 
to be a painter and together with his brother Joan he settled in Paris in 1900. He made an exhibition 
at the Salón de los Independientes (Independent people Hall) in 1907 and until 1927 he did not left 
painting for sculpture.

The influence of a rural nationalism, linked to the romantic tradition, that saw in the land of 
Catalonia and in its peasantry the root of its vitality as a nation, is the background without which it 
is impossible to understand the richness of connotations and feelings that, for González, surrounded 
La Montserrat theme. 

From the emblematic Montserrat, González made diferent variations or interpretations in works 
such as El Pie, Gran Perfil de la campesina, Busto femenino o Torso. One oft he most visually 
powerful is the Cabeza de la Montserrat gritando of 1942, that helf unfinished, where he represents 
the same woman, symbol of the Spanish nation, giving a heartbreaking shout, that has many 
similarities with the iconography that Picasso represented on the Guernica and that was exhibited at 
the same Republican pavilion. In all the variations that Julio González will make of this face until 
he died in 1942, it can be observed a durability of pain and deep pesimism that the artist felt once 
the Spanish Civil War ended. La Montserrat of the pavilion is the only case where the serenity and 
firm step that citizens needed to face their fatal destiny was kept.

The importance of La Montserrat in the Art History is not just artistic, but also ideologic, since it 



symbolizes the ressistance to fascism. It is a symbolic representation of the republic and, thus, of 
the Catalan and Spanish nation's fight for the democratic ideas. Furthermore, González turns a 
woman peasant into a symbol, for he does not represent an indefinite woman, but the “woman”, the 
one who goes beyond her own individuality in order to keep and protect certain values and  
characteristics that make her turn into a model, a referent.

La Montserrat is not the result of a sudden inspiration, but its origin, both from the themed and 
technical point of view, is in many works by Julio González since the beginning of his  artistic 
career. The theme of maternity or the one of the representation of women peasants appears 
constantly in his work.

The visitors who come to the MACA will have the chance to see a canvas of La Montserrat criant 
(Montserrat shouting) by Julio González, dating from 1936-1940, that is in the 20th Century Art 
Collection of the museum. It is a work that Poberta González, Julio's daughter, gifts Sempere as an 
evidence of their great friendship. According to Sempere's words: “During this time and now living 
in Spain (I returned to Madrid in 1960), Roberta González proved her great friendship giving me 
small sculptures made by his father and a good collection of thirty drawings by Julio González, as 
well as two paintings: a head called “MONTSERRAT” and a “STILL LIFE”. (Sempere's letter to 
Mr. Baron Renoir wrote in Madrid on the 28th of July 1976).
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*Una pasión privada (A private passion). Publications
Una pasión privada (A private passion) is the catalogue edited by the department of cultural affairs 
of the city of Biarritz due to the exhibition of the same name – belonging to the collection Circa XX
of Pilar Citoler – in the museum space Le Bellevue (18/07-20/09 2015).

Una pasión privada (A private passion)
Edited by: Direction des Affaires Culturelles de Biarritz
Publication date: 2015

Pilar Citoler (Zaragoza, 1937), collects modern and contemporary art for more than forty years and 
bought her first painting in 1972. Celebrity known and steemed in the Spanish modern art world, 
Citoler, has gathered, over the last forty years a great collection called Circa XX that is not limited 
to Spain, but it is open to the international creation. Having reached very relevant proportions, it 
started to be exhibited in 2002 at public spaces.

In 2013 the Government of Aragon and Pilar Citoler reached an agreement and part of her 
collection (1200 works) were given to the Pablo Serrano Aragon Art and Culture Institute (IAACC) 
of Zaragoza, her hometown.

“Although my collection is very diverse, I think there is a common thread that gives it a coherence 
enough to offer an interesting reading of the contemporary creation of a half century. Pilar Citoler.

Pilar Citoler's collection joins experiences, meetings and emotions. Beyond the aesthetic and 
themed decisions, it remarks the freedom spirit that imbued the Spanish post-Franco's art and 
society and the global dynamism that contemporary art has been spreading since 1960 until today.

Gathered during the last forty years by Pilar Citoler, Circa XX offers a wide view of the 
international artistic trends and great historical figures such as Le Corbusier, Calder, Picasso, Miró 
or the masters of the second half of the 20th century such as Warhol, Lichtenstein or Dubuffet, 
besides defending the Spanish contemporary art of Caballero, Rueda, Tàpies, including also the 
collective Equipo Crónica, Gómez y Rosa Muñoz, where tradition and innovation have a constant 
relation.

Although Pilar Citoler shapes her collection during the first years with graphic and pictorial works, 
since the end of the 20th century she is seduced by new mediums and technologies, with a clear 
predilection for contemporary photography.

Pilar has recognised that getting away from her collection has provoked her pain and pleasure at the



same time.

It takes a whole life creating a collection with effort and passion, getting rid of other material 
goods; but the excitement that what you have created is transmitted and has a community objective,
not only requires generosity, but it is beyond of personal feelings. This is enriching and  gets over 
the  sense of emptiness that someone has when seeign how artistic works disappear from his/her 
walls and the house is in silence...”.

The Alicante Contemporary Art Museum's library has acquired this catalogue recently, as a present 
of Pilar Citoler in December 2015. It can be consulted during the library's opening hours, from 
Tuesday to Friday from 10 am to 3 pm.

* Rebeca Martínez Campillo – Apprentice at the MACA
Rebeca feels an special interest for art, technical drawing, plastics, visual and aesthetic references 
and the history that surrounds them. Although she was never conscious of that until she reached the 
end of her school studies. Whe she was in the second year of secondary school she chose Art 
History as an elective course and she even decided to study it for the university entrance exam, 
because she liked this subject a lot. By herself she  realized that Art History was what she wanted to
study when she entered the university and what she wanted to work as in the future. 

Now she is at the end of her university studies of Art History at the University of Murcia and she is 
doing her university internship in the Alicante Contemporary Art Museum. What attracted she the 
most about the Museum was the kind of art it exhibits, both its permanent and temporary 
collections, as well as the variety of artists it includes. Rebeca explains that she did not know it 
before, in fact was her cousin who catched her interest on the museum by bringing her to a visit of 
it.

Rebeca “fell in love” with the MACA, with its architectural style and works. At the beginning of 
her studies, contemporary art did not convince her, since she did not consider it as something she 
could work as, but last year, thanks to certain teachers and subjects she was taught at university, she 
started to became really interested on this kind of art. This was one of the main reasons why seh 
decided to do her university internship in the Alicante Contemporary Art Museum. What is more, 
she was interested on the works of the artist Eusebio Sempere, founder of the MACA and artist of 
some works included in it. Therefore, she wanted to know him deeper.

As apprentice in the MACA, her job was to make the information cards about the 20th Century Art 
Collection, which is one of the permanent collections of the museum. It was one of the actions that 
called her attention most, because she considered it of special relevance for the development of 
research, cataloguing and collection of information about the Museum's works.  These informatie 
cards, are later exhibited at the exhibition rooms and on the MACA's website. In conclusion, she 
loves the work she does, although at the beginning she did not imagine that it will give her a role of 
such importance and responsibility.

When she ends her internship, she wants to focus on her thesis, which is about the image of the 
woman that is reflected on cinema and advertising.  From this point on, after graduating, she wants 
to do and extracurricular internship and continue studying in order to specialise in this field. Her 
idea is to ask for an internship offered by the Reina Sofía of Madrid, that lasts six months, with the 
aim of focusing even more on her passion for contemporary art. In fact, she would like to specialise 
on a Master's degree in Visual Culture and Contemporary Art History that this museum offers, with 
objective of increasing her knowledge of the 20th Century Art and the Avant-Garde in particular.

In conclusion, she considers this internship in the MACA a unique chance both in the professional 
and personal level, which has allowed her to increase her knowledge and remeber what she studied 
during her degree, since she has had the opportunity to put it into practice. For Rebeca it is 
important to observe what someone has studied, not only through photos, but also live and direct . 



This way is the only one to reflect and internalise the knowledge acquired through years of study. 

* “ARCHITECTURE AND ART” - La mesa del arquitecto (The architect's desk) and 
bibliographical references
The meetings of “La mesa del arquitecto” (“The architect's desk”) inspire us and catch our interest 
for the study and analysis of architecture and art. The MACA's architecture itself is unique, a 
project directed by the Architecture Firm Sancho-Madrilejos that has been able to create a 
wonderful building of great functional efficiency. 

The syncopated creation of horizontal and vertical spaces establishes a formal order based on 
geometry and the texture of the materials used in the construction, at the same time it discovers a 
kind of tension solved by the light's zenith route, a type of “felt” spirituality more emotional than 
real. “La mesa del arquitecto” (“The architect's desk”) in its two first editions, 2015 and 2016, has 
received a warm welcome by the specialised critics and has made possible to review the work of 
those architects of our province that contributed to establishing the basis of modern architecture.

For those who want to learn more about architecture related to art, the Library and Documents 
Centre of the MACA Museum has a wide bibliographical content of numerous references and 
publications also specialised on this topic. The access to the library is totally free and it is open to 
any student or researcher.

“Fotografía y arquitectura moderna en España, 1925-1965” (“Photography and modern architecture 
in Spain, 1925-1965”) is a recommended reference, specially for those interested on photography 
related to architecture, since it mainly wants to show the image of the Modern Movement Spanish 
architecture in the photographic art. It is the result of researches made up to now by FAME, 
Fotografía y Arquitectura Moderna en España (Modern Photography and Architecture in Spain). It 
calls the audience's attention on some photos that, as Iñaki Bergera says, are documents for the 
study of a fundamental period of the Spanish architecture, but also works of art that have an 
impressive lyrism that show architecture interpreted by the objectives of the most relevant Spanish 
photographers of these decades, such as Català- Roca, Pando, Kindel, Paco Gómez, Alberto 
Schommer and Muller, among others.

The content of the book is divided on the following sections: “Fotos de casa, cosas de fotos” 
(“House photos, things of photos”) by Iñaki Bergera, “La fotografía desde la historiografía de 
arquitectura moderna en España” (“Photography from the historiography of the modern architecture
in Spain”) by Víctor Pérez Escolano and “El ojo del arquitecto” (“The architect's eye”) by Alberto 
Martín. Followed by a wide selection of modern style architectural projects' photographies. 

Another reference of special relevance on the Arquitectura Moderna (Modern Architecture), 
available in the MACA's library, is “La Arquitectura Moderna una historia desapasionada, Alan 
Colquhoun” (“Modern Architecture a dispassionate history, Alan Colquhuon”). The book shows the 
expression modern architecture as an architecture aware of its own modernity and that fights for 
change. On the 19th century, there was an extended dissatisfaction among architects, historians and 
critics about eclecticism. This attitude justifies a history of modern architecture that focuses on the 
reformist and Avant-garde trends.

Is in this space left between idealist utopies of the historic and artistic Avant-garde movements, and 
the complexities and pluralities of the capitalist culture where this book tries to set itself. Alan 
Colquhuon, author of the book, analyses the evolution of the movement art noveau in the decade of 



1890 until the megastructures of 1960. Besides re-examining the work of the main architects of the 
period, as Frank Lloyd Wright, Adolf Loos, Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe. 

The Alicante Contemporary Art Museum, has made the decision of  bringing the information closer 
to anyone that is interested, through the meetings and conversations of “La mesa del arquitecto” 
(“The architect's desk”) and a good service of bibliographic advice. “La mesa del arquitecto” (“The 
architect's desk”) tries to reflect on the relationship between art and architecture, understand the 
process of construction and reconstruction from the most artistic or thought point of view, with the 
aim of  going in depth on the analysis of the inner space of architectural spaces.

Encuentros en torno al arte y arquitectura “La mesa del arquitecto” (Meetings about art and 
architecture “The architect's desk”) is hold on the MACA's library, the last Thursday of each month,
from September 2016 to May 2017.

For any consult about the Museum's library: 965 21 31 56 or the e-mail: biblioteca@maca-
alicante.es 

Library's opening hours: From Tuesday to Friday from 10 am to 3 pm. It is closed on Staurdays, 
Sundays and during public holidays.

mailto:biblioteca@maca-alicante.es
mailto:biblioteca@maca-alicante.es


* Who visits the MACA?
The satisfaction questionnaires of the Alicante Contemporary Art Museum allow us to follow an 
analysis and rough study of the profile of the public that visits us and has visited us over the years. 
This monitoring started in the year 2012 until the month of November 2016.

The MACA receives a high number of visitors each year, specially in 2015, when the total number f
visits registered surpassed the one of previous years, reaching 61.000 visits. This year we are about 
to surpass this figure.

Visits tend to be done at any hour and day of the week, in the morning, coming on midday, and in 
the afternoon and evening until half hour before the museum closes. 75% of people who visit us 
determines that it has been the first time they have seen the MACA and the critics we receive are 
usually very positive. 

Regarding age and sex, according to our statistics, our public profile is mainly femenine, although a
great percentage of masculine public also visits us, between 26 and 65 years old, with superior or 
university studies , students, wage earners, freelances, white-collar professionals and  business 
owners.

The MACA has the good luck of being a quite international museum, since it receives people from 
different countries and cultures. This public usually knows the museum through the Internet, the 
touristic guide of the city of Alicante and the “from mouth to mouth” of relatives, firends or 
acquaintances.

We can find visitors of the museum coming from Spain, but mainly from foreign countries such as 
the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Italy, Poland, France and Scotland, among others. 
Usually, they pay their visit on purpose and almost always accompained by some friend or relative.

The MACA has three exhibition rooms, where the permanent collection 20th Century Art, which 
was donated by Eusebio Sempere, is exhibited. Apart from another room for the exhibition of the 
temporary exhibition Caja Mediterráneo Foundation “All landscape is fiction”, whic is open until 
the month of January. Due to the great importance and quality of these works, almost all the people 
who visit us decides to do the complete tour of the whole museum, valuing positively the spaces 
and services it offers, as well as the experience of their visit.

*The painter and sculptor Gustavo Torner is awarded the 2016 Graphic Art National Prize 
The Spanish painter and sculptor Gustavo Torner was awarded the  2016 Graphic Art National 
Prize on Thursday the 22nd of December.



The San Fernando Royal Academy of the Arts has recognised his professional career as an artist and
his great skills for drawing and graphic expression. The jury, formed by Antonio Bonet as president 
and Francisco Calvo Serraller, Estrella de Diego and José María de Francisco as chairpeople and 
Juan Bordes as secretary, concluded that the Cuenca artist had considerably contributed to the 
photographic art and to new graphic techniques.

The Alicante Contemporary Art Museum MACA, has diverse contents structured in three 
collections of numerous Avant-garde artists, formed by sculptures and graphic and pictoric art 
works. Among them we can find three works of great artistic value made by Gustavo Torner.

The works
“Blanco-chatarra negra” 1961. Technique: opaque methacrylate, matted and painted, black scrap o 
wood. Measures: 192x162 cm.

“V. A Juan Herrera” 1972 (Folder: “Sur-Geometries” composed of nine original serigraphs). 
Technique: serigraph on paper. Measures: 69,4x50 cm.

“IX. A Ettiene-Louis Boullée” 1972 (Folder: “Sur-Geometries” composed of nine original 
serigraphs). Tecnique: serigraph on paper. Measures: 69x50 cm.

Gustavo Torner was one of the main forefathers of the new trends of modern art in Spain with the 
foundation of the Cuenca Abstract Museum, being this one of his most important initiatives during 
the 60s. 

He studied Forest Technical Engineering, but his skills as a drawer and his friendship with Antonio 
Saura leaded him to focus just on art, combining painting and scilpture with a variety of artistic 
expressions, as the creation of a graphic work, set, opera, theatre designs and tapestries among 
others.

His first works are within the Informalist trend. On them he showed the interest towards the world 
and its nature through the use of materials and diferent textures,  coming to create figurative 
elements. Later, around the 60s his trajectory becomes more complex, preferring the constructive, 
substituting the conventional canvas by wood and metal, and using all kinds of materials on his 
works in order to achieve a greater expressivity (synthetic leather, nylon, plastic, cardboard...)

Due to his great artistic career and given acknowledgement, the department of  Chalcography of the
San Fernando Art School will organise an exhibition the next year with the most significant works 
of the artist.

* René Magritte and Advertising
René Magritte (1898-1967), as everyone knows, is on of the most relevant members of the Surreal 
group, influenced by one of his friends, the writer and poet André Bretón. In his works he shows a 
Figurative Art, employing compositions characterised by juxtapositions of daily objects in unusual 
contexts, coming to create a powerful source of plastic poetry and the chance of a reality different 
from the one we know.

He was born in 1898 and studied in the Brussels Art School. There was the place where he 



experimented for the first time with Constructivism and made works related to the world of 
Advertising, as well as creating his own Agency. An aspects that not everyone knows is the great 
influence that the works of this artist supposed inside this field. Advertising, besides art, has been 
strongly marked by the ideas and creative techniques employed by Magritte throughout his career, 
He used the visual clash together with extraordinary poetry and the association of images full of 
imaginaton, with the aim of provoking on the spectator a visual surprise and reflection of the 
consolidation of a concept inside the image shown.

He is considered the forefather of “Pop-Art”,  a 20th century artistic trend, one of the last 
movements of Modern Art characterised by the employment of images based on the popular culture,
taken from the mass media, such as advertisements, cinema products, “comics”, and other cultural 
“mundane” objects, with artistic and commercial purposes directed to the greatest quantity of 
people possible. For this reason, he has been a reference and object of allussions in the works of 
some Spanish artists of this artistic trend, such as Equipo Crónica and its work “El happening del 
Conde de Orgaz”, 1969, exhibited at the Alicante Contemporary Art Museum.

The influence of Magritte's Surreal art on our current advertising can be seen mainly on the 
numerous advertising campaigns on graphic format through printed media.

We can observe his artistic track in campaigns such as the one of the Allianz Insurance agency, one 
of the world's most relevant insurances group and financial services providers, inspired on 
Magritte's work “Ceci n'est pas une pipe” 1929, “This is not a pipe”, where an image of a pipe and 
under the title of the work appears in light colurs, ambiguous and confusing on the centre of the 
painting. With this he tried to express “that what we see is not always what we think we see”.

In the campaign they employed the same combination of concepts, but substituting the image of the 
pipe by a banana, a hammer and a tile, objects as ordinary as a pipe. This way they wanted to 
convey the message that these elements, apparently harmless, could be dangerous and harmful, and 
as a solution to this they ofer us the hiring of their services. With this they created a quite clever 
advertising, attracting the public's interest and being able to mantain the memory of the 
advertisement for a long time.

Moreover, we find the influence of the same work by René Magritte in the advertising campaign 
“Never hide de Ray-Ban” launched by the brand Ray-Ban in the last years. The idea and visual 
concept was also taken from one of the most representative works of the artist in order to use it in 
the same campaign, “Le fils de l'homme” 1964.

The aim of this campaign was to show the differences between the original and the imitation, 
promoting messages towards the brand, such as “Be always yourself, do not pretend to be what you 
are not only to please the others, do not hide your real personality...”

Another example of “Magrittian Advertising” is the famous Volkswagen campaign, made by the  
advertising agency DDB for Volkswagen “Polo BlueMotion”. It was inspired, as in the previous 
campaigns, in the Magritte's Surrealism and his work “Le fils de l'homme”, 1964, as well as in the 
work “Le Pelerin”, 1966.

The objective of this campaign was to promote its low fuel consumption cars line through the use of
visula elements that clearly reflected Magritte's Surreal style. Although the campaign was 
considered a success, some advertising critics argumented that the massage was not clear enough 
and it included elements that distracted the real objective and main idea of the campaign.

There are many more examples of what Magritte's art has supposed for the advertising and 
communication world. René Magritte has been one of the determining artists of this field,  used as 
inspiration and creative resource in numerous advertising projects made in the last years.

Advertising has always found in art a creative companion from which be nourished and get 
inspiration and everytime there are more advertisers who that want to differenciate themselves from



the rest and generate a greater impact through new approaches and meanings.


